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FLOBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dG7kNhxrOG8
FLOBI FACTS
Designed as a comic-like human face to avoid uncanny effects	

Hair, eyebrows, lips and frontal face parts are exchangeable	

Features stereo vision, stereo audio and a gyroscope	

Innovative magnetic actuation mechanism	

Custom design motor control boards	

Eye saccades reach ~400 degree/s	

Overall18 DoF	

More about Flobi: http://pub.uni-bielefeld.de/publication?ftext=flobi
[1]
Rapid prototyping & testing 
required a simulator
FLOBI SOFTWARE STACK
Virtual Robot
Physical Robot
setRegister(0x80, 30)ros.pub(msg, JointState)
Flobi API
C++ Java Python
Control Server [-v]
ROS:: / RSB
setJoint(“NECK_PAN”, 30)
running in virtual or hardware mode	

virtualizes controller boards in “-v mode”	

simulates motor characteristics (ramps, vel, etc.)
[2]
MORSE [5] (of course)
FLOBI SOFTWARE STACK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBs0c2LzMVM
But…
… how precise is our simulator?
/off: who doesn’t know CI?
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuous_integration
CI PRIMER
CI PRIMER
http://jenkins-ci.org/
CI PRIMER
http://jenkins-ci.org/
FLOBI SIMULATION VALIDATION
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FLOBI SIMULATION VALIDATION
Worked well, so far…	

Does not scale for multiple projects/test	

Time consuming configuration via GUI	

Not 100% deterministic (default Jenkins job scheduler)	

Requires profound “Jenkins knowledge” to setup test scenarios	

Technology for developers, which often excludes, i.e., social sciences
New approach: FSMT
FINITE-STATE-MACHINE-BASED-TESTING
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FINITE-STATE-MACHINE-BASED-TESTING
LIVE Demo :)
https://opensource.cit-ec.de
Of course we will make FSMT open soon 
Thank you!
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